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  Recommendation: RED – suitable for prescribing, supply and administration by hospital only 

Further Information • Autoimmune haemolytic anaemia (AIHA) is a very rare condition where

acquired haemolysis is caused by the destruction of red blood cells through

autoimmune mechanisms. AIHA is a common term for several types of

autoimmune haemolytic anaemias.

• Rituximab intravenous injection is accepted for use in South East London for

the treatment of the following types of AIHA:

o First line treatment in cold haemagglutinin disease (CHAD) with:

- symptomatic anaemia

- transfusion dependence

- severe circulatory symptoms

o First line treatment alongside intravenous (IV) prednisolone in severe or

atypical AIHA:

- Severe AIHA is defined as haemoglobin <80g/dL

- Atypical AIHA is defined as IgA-mediated, mixed, or DAT-negative cases

o Second line treatment in warm AIHA which has:
- failed to respond to IV prednisolone 1mg/kg/day for at least 3 weeks or

- has relapsed during or after steroid reduction

• For all types of AIHA, rituximab is recommended at a dose of 375mg/m2 weekly

for 4 doses as a single course. This is in line with guidance from the British

Society for Haematology and First International Consensus Group. Repeat

courses are not supported by this recommendation.

• Rituximab is not licensed for use in this setting (off-label use). Informed

consent should be gained from the patient before treatment is initiated.

• This recommendation only supports use of the best value rituximab product for

AIHA, taking into account any locally negotiated prices.

• The Committee reviewed evidence for the use of rituximab at a lower dose of
100mg/m2 weekly for 4 doses as a single course. However due to the limited

evidence of benefit in comparison to standard dosing (375mg/m2), the lower

dosing schedule (100mg/m2 weekly for 4 doses) is not recommended for use

in South East London in this setting.
Shared Care/ 
Transfer of 
care required: 

N/A 

Cost Impact for 

agreed 
patient group 

• It is estimated 16 patients across SEL will be eligible for treatment with rituximab
in this setting each year. Approximately 80-90% of these patients will be from
SEL (13 -14 patients).

• Treatment is based on one 500mg rituximab vial of best value rituximab preparation
(biosimilar) and an average body surface area of 1.75m2 and costs approximately
~£1,131 per patient per year (based on a dose rounded to 700mg).

• Assuming approximately 13 patients overall for SEL are treated annually with
rituximab in this setting, this equates to ~ £14,700 (£774 per 100,000 population).

• The costs of using rituximab could potentially be offset by a reduction in transfusion
requirements for this patient cohort and an associated reduction in patient risks
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from repeated blood transfusions. The approval will also reduce the need for 
individual funding requests to be submitted.   

Usage Monitoring & 
Impact Assessment 

Acute Trusts: 

• Monitor and audit usage and outcomes from use of rituximab in this setting (against 
criteria in this recommendation) and report back upon request of the Committee.  

SEL Borough Medicines Teams: 

•  Monitor exception reports from GPs if inappropriate prescribing requests are 
made to primary care 
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NOTES: 

a) SEL IMOC recommendations and minutes are available publicly via the website. 

b) This SEL IMOC recommendation has been made on the cost effectiveness, patient 
outcome and safety data available at the time.  The recommendation will be subject to 
review if new data becomes available, costs are higher than expected or new NICE 
guidelines or technology appraisals are issued. 

c) Not to be used for commercial or marketing purposes. Strictly for use within the 
NHS 

http://www.medicines.org.uk/
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